Once, there was a time when ancients, believing in the promise of another tomorrow, mummified their pets and animals at their natural passing. Cherished by their families, these pets were mummified so that together they could continue their journey. Just as we do today, those people of long ago realized that there is a quality about some pets and animals that makes them a special part of our families. These fortunate animals of ancient aristocrats were treasured during their lives, and upon their departure, royal Mummification arrangements were made for them.

Nature abounds in endless cycles, and now this sacred art and science is being offered once again to devoted pet lovers everywhere. Modern Mummification is a complete, precise, and gentle process that will shelter the essence and body of your pet forever. Through this singular form of permanent body preservation, your pet, at his or her natural earthly passing, will greet and enter eternity in splendor and beauty. Our extensive research, experience, and knowledge have made it possible to bring you Modern Mummification for Pets and Animals: a culminating union of medical technology, modern chemistry, and magnificent art.

With Gentle Loving Care

Upon delivery of your pet to our facilities in Salt Lake City, our Thanatology geneticists will immediately begin the Mummification and Transference. Individuals who have lovingly mummified their own pets will care for your friend with the affection and attention of a mother.

The Summum science of Modern Mummification revives the ancient art of wrapping the body and treating it with oil, while Transference aids the journey of your pet’s essence to its next destination. When the Mummification and Transference are complete, we place your pet within a bronze Mummiform and rejoin you with your beloved companion. Your cherished friend has been transformed, as the caterpillar to a butterfly, in the promise of another tomorrow.

Because of its thorough nature, the Mummification and Transference of your pet will require four (4) to eight (8) months to complete. During this time, we will keep you informed on the progress.

Costs

Summum is a 501(c)(3) organization and it is through donations that Summum is able to provide this spiritual service. The cost of mummifying an animal can run from thousands of dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars depending on the size of the animal and the type of Mummiform one chooses.

If you are asking yourself “Why so much?” understand that Mummification and Transference is a very comprehensive process requiring four to eight months to complete. And if you have ever priced commissioned bronze art sculptures, then you know how expensive it can be. We use bronze because of the lasting protection it affords.

For current costs and details on making arrangements, please visit our web site at:

http://www.summum.org/mummification/pets

Summum reserves the right to decline Mummification and Transference services under certain conditions.
Together through Eternity

Never to part, to be always in your heart, we also offer the blessings of Eternal Memorialization to you. Together with your beloved companion, Summum will lift you and set you into the hands of timelessness. Our Mummification process makes it possible for you and your treasured pet to be together eternally. If you wish to make personal arrangements for yourself, please contact us.

Eternal Memorialization through Mummification
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